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influence on legal terminology 
 

Being under the influence of 
regulatory prescription and 
implementing it in practice in specific 
legal relationships, a participant of 
social relationships and law 
enforcement authority in many cases 
have to carry out interpretation of the 
legal norm. They carry it out through 
various methods taking into account a 
significant number of factors. One way 
for law interpretation is a lexical 
technique, which involves establishing 
lexical meaning of the terms and 
terminological systems contained in 
their relationship in legal norm 
expressed through words. The 
explication of their inner form 
determines mandatory consideration of 
pragmatic aspect of lexical meaning 
development logic, which involves the 
most exhaustive clarification of 
practical purpose pursued by the 
lawmaking authority while drafting a 
respective legal norm.  

Application of the relevant legal 
terms by a lawmaker is influenced by a 
certain objective; consequently 

functioning of the terms in a particular 
legal sphere can lead to mixed results 
in the interpretation of various legal 
norms. Therefore, the interpretation of 
the norms and their application in the 
texts of legal acts are affected by such 
factors as sphere of application, 
objective of the term application, and 
wide range of linguistic and pragmatic 
factors. 

Trying in due time to broaden the 
basis for pension contributions (fees), 
the lawmaker provided their charging 
from payments to individuals under 
civil law contracts (civil contracts). 
The lawmaker has determined to set 
payments under contractor or service 
contracts equal to the salary. However, 
application of this concept in 
legislation resulted in affecting the 
material nature of mutual relations 
between companies and entrepreneurs, 
on the one hand, and their employees, 
on the other hand. Moreover, in the 
following years this concept took roots 
so deeply in practice of business 
entities that obtained a completely 
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different meaning than its literal 
interpretation allows. Over the years 
there are many clarifications of 
regulatory authorities, tax service 
consultations and judicial practice. As 
responsibility for violation of labour 
law had increased, almost every 
company or entrepreneur raised the 
question whether this or that 
individual providing services or 
performing works under “civil law 
contracts” is actually a counterparty to 
the contract. Or he/she is an employee 
and application of a civil law contract 
is unlawful in relations with him/her? 

In other words, application of an 
artificial term in the field of taxation 
(pension contributions, later – unified 
social fee) by a lawmaker significantly 
affected the application of legal 
terminology in the course of settlement 
of material civil law and labour 
relationships, actually determining the 
mechanisms for these concepts 
application and relevant practices. 

The pragmatic aspect of legal 
language was considered by such 
scientists as, among others, 
M. Andruszkiewicz, P. S. Angermeyer, 
A. J. Hartig, N. Ye. Koval, V. H. Ku-
lykova, O. A. Novytska, O. I. Novo-
stavska and H. van Schooten. 

However, the pragmatic aspect of 
modern legal language development by 
the example of impact of application of 
the term "civil law contract" (civil 
contract) in financial law on its 
application in civil law and in practice 
is considered for the first time. 

A. J. Hartig points that it is 
recognized that law and language are 
deeply connected. Although the author 
cites White (1979) who demonstrated 
the dangers of focusing on the 
linguistic comprehension of the text 
without taking into account the 
assumptions that expert legal 
practitioners bring to it [1]. 

Significant role in the study of the 
language of law can be played by 
pragmatist interpretationism which 
rejects formal methods of research [2]. 
The most relevant for pragmatics, 
according to L. V. Horishna, is the 

purpose of a text, while author’s 
selected content and linguistic 
expression manner, including language 
units with necessary values, affect the 
relation of a recipient to the text [3].   

Pragmatic features affect the layout 
of professional language texts and 
determination of pragmatic relations of 
the text [4]. Participants in legal 
discourse are, on the one hand, an 
author (professional lawyers), and on 
the other – a recipient [5]. The feature 
of subjective membership of legislative 
communication is that it includes not 
only professional lawyers, but also other 
persons who do not always possess the 
necessary degree of legal terminology, 
that is why legislation texts should be 
clear, semantically transparent, 
expressive and easy to understand [6]. 

Many institutions have official 
languages what are used by agents 
working in them. However many 
people who interact with them speak 
other languages and have limited or no 
proficiency in the official language [7].  

According to Li KX (Li Kexing) 
perusing the text to decode the writer's 
intent  is one of five basic legal 
translator steps in his translation 
strategy [8]. Speaking about legal 
translation M.Chroma points that it is 
a process of transmission of source law 
and language (semiotic system) to 
target law and language (semiotic 
system). This process is complex: 
interpretation by a translator of the 
source text within the source legal 
system forms its crucial stage as the 
translator is able to convey to another 
language only such information that he 
or she finds in the source legal text [9].  

The purpose of this article is to 
analyse the impact of application of the 
term “civil law contract’ (“civil 
contract”) in the financial law on its 
application in civil law and in practice 
from the perspective of pragmatics of 
contemporary legal language, and to 
develop conclusions about influence 
patterns of changes in application of 
the terms in the legislation on their 
application in the texts of legal acts 
and in practice. 
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Achieving this goal contributes to 
the development of topical general 
scientific issues for the analysis of the 
trends of modern legal system 
development with regard to interrela-
tions between financial, civil 
(contractual) and labour law, and 
development of linguistic and philo-
sophical approaches to consideration of 
concepts of contemporary legal 
language. 

Concept’s of “Civil law contract” 
use. Literal lexical interpretation of 
“civil law contract” concept (and 
synonymic to it “civil contract” 
concept) is that this is about any 
contract that may be entered into by 
any members of civil relationships – 
both those from a number of contracts 
stipulated by the Civil Code of 
Ukraine and those not provided for by 
the Code, but such that do not 
contradict it.  That is, in fact, the 
concept of civil law contract (and 
synonymic to it civil contract concept) 
is the most broad concept covering any 
agreement on property or property-
related relationships, not contradicting 
the regulations of the civil law. 

However, prolonged application of 
the above concept in financial law to 
refer to a narrower range of contracts 
resulted in the changes in its lexical 
meaning, and today both in everyday 
practice and in legal practice the 
concept used in the other semantic 
context, acquiring new connotations. 

Regulations of financial legislation 
adopted starting from the first years of 
independence contributed most to the 
transformation of “civil law contract” 
concept meaning. In Ukrainian 
legislation application of the “civil law 
contracts” concept to regulate 
relationships concerning contributions 
to the state social insurance first 
appeared in the Resolution of the 
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine No. 3290-
XII “On Procedure for Enforcing the 
Law of Ukraine “On Amendments to 
the Law of Ukraine “On Pension 
Provision” as of June 17, 1993. 
Subparagraph “b” of paragraph 2 of the 
Resolution stipulated the contribution 

rate for enterprises, institutions, 
organizations and individual-
entrepreneurs “who use hired labour”, 
as the percentage of “the amount of 
remuneration paid to the citizens under 
civil law contracts”. 

Therefore, lawmakers then used the 
“civil contracts” concept, while 
meaning the kind of hired labour use. 

The Instructions on the procedure 
for calculation and payment of 
insurance contributions to the Pension 
Fund of Ukraine by companies, 
institutions, organizations and citizens, 
as well as keeping the income and 
expenditure of its funds, approved by 
the Regulation of the Pension Fund of 
Ukraine No. 11-1 as of September 6, 
1996, stipulated in p. 2, that, 
particularly, “all working citizens, 
including those working under the civil 
law contracts” shall be the payers of 
mandatory contributions for the state 
social insurance. 

Subsequently, the Law of Ukraine 
No. 400/97-ВР “On fee for mandatory 
state pension insurance” as of June 26, 
1997 envisaged that such fee payer, 
except for the individuals working 
under an employment agreement 
(contract) shall also be deemed the 
individuals who perform work 
(services) under civil contracts. In 
addition, separate fee rate was provided 
for those individuals who pay certain 
remuneration to the individuals under 
civil law contracts.  

The Law of Ukraine No. 1058-IV 
“On Mandatory State Pension 
Insurance” as of July 9, 2003, article 14, 
assumed that fee payers shall be 
particularly legal entities and 
individuals “who employ individuals 
under an employment agreement 
(contract) or otherwise provided by 
the law or under civil law contracts”. 

Finally, the Law of Ukraine 
No. 2464-VI “On Collection and 
Accounting of Unified Social Fee” as of 
July 8, 2010 also, in particular, enlisted 
legal entities and individuals “who 
employ individuals under an 
employment agreement (contract) or 
otherwise provided by the law or under 
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civil law contracts (other than civil 
contract entered into with an 
individual entrepreneur, if performed 
work (services provided) correspond to 
the activities according to the data 
from the Uniform State Register of 
Legal Entities and Individual 
Entrepreneurs” to the Fee payers. 

As seen from the above, the use of 
the term “civil law contract” (“civil 
contract”) in legislation regulating the 
collection of contributions for pension 
and other social insurance consistently 
assumes that such a contract is one of 
the means of application of hired 
labour provided for by the legislation. 

However, if we analyse the 
approaches to application of 
appropriate terms in the texts of the 
mentioned legal instruments, the 
following feature may draw attention.  
The Resolution of the Verkhovna Rada 
of Ukraine as of 1993 uses the term 
“payments to the citizens under the 
civil law contracts”, thus, formally they 
are any civil contracts (even, for 
example, sale and purchase, loan). 
However, Instruction No. 11-1 refers to 
“the citizens working under the civil 
law contracts".  

In spite of numerous changes in 
legislation, the “civil law contract” 
concept is used in everyday legal 
practice today somewhere around in 
that sense. 

Lawmaker’s purpose. Why could 
not the lawmaker use more discrete, 
specified terms? Why not to provide, 
for example, imposition payments on 
unified social fee under specific types of 
contracts, under contractor or service 
contracts? The fact is that payments 
under contracts to individuals may be 
provided under a large number of the 
contracts – say, a contract of agency, 
transportation, commission. Does it, in 
the end, all comes down to whether 
work is performed or service is 
provided under the relevant contract?  

Lawmaker’s task was to cover all 
possible types of contracts under which 
an individual is paid for certain work 
performed or services provided in one 
concept. 

It is important to note that a 
lawmaker uses the concept of service 
formulating essential terms and 
conditions of the contract in many 
types of contracts in the Civil Code. 
For example, characterising storage 
contract, in particular, its variant – 
warehouse storage, article 956 of the 
Civil Code envisages that warehouse is 
an organization that keeps goods and 
provides services relating to storage, 
subject to entrepreneurial activity. 
According to Articles 558, 567 of the 
Civil Code, a pledger, a guarantor shall 
be entitled to payment for the services 
rendered to a debtor. The Law of 
Ukraine “On Transport” considers the 
transportation of passengers, cargo, 
baggage and mail as types of transport 
services. In most cases such contracts 
may be attributed to the contracts 
related to the contractor contract. 

So, every time a radical change in 
legislation occurs, a considerable 
number of issues relating to the 
taxation of payments for one or another 
contract by unified social tax appear in 
practice. For example, question 
whether payments under rent contract, 
licence agreement or author’s contract 
are subject to contribution charging? 

These circumstances led to 
emergence of a significant number of 
publications in practical journals 
relating to the difference between the 
civil law contract and employment 
agreement.  Today the concept of work 
under the civil law contract is often 
used in practice. The considered feature 
of such work is the fact that none of 
labour law institutions works here – 
access to work, working time, rest 
periods, holidays, etc. In fact, the only 
comprehensive legal area that allows 
combining such work with labour law 
is state social insurance, but actually 
only in part of unified social fee 
payment, which is not governed by the 
labour law rules but ruled by financial 
law. 

Relevant pragmatic context. 
Therefore, while using the “civil law 
contract” concept in practice, we have 
to always realise relevant pragmatic 
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context: whether any civil contract, 
provided for by the Civil Code of 
Ukraine is meant, or whether it is said 
about the financial field (in terms of 
payment of unified social fee) and 
therefore, in essence, simply contractor 
or service contract is meant (or other 
types of contracts stipulating the 
services provision). Therefore, it is 
necessary to clarify both lexical 
competence of communication 
participants and means of mutual 
objectification. 

Entering into contracts with 
individuals, some businesses and 
entrepreneurs assume serious mistakes. 
For example, some people believe that 
they should enter into a contract 
entitled: “civil law contract” or “civil 
contract”. However, it certainly 
shouldn’t be done. It may result in a 
potential threat of relevant contracts 
recognition as imaginary and relations 
under them – as labour relations and 
application of significant sanctions 
provided for today by Article 265 of 
the Labour Code of Ukraine, the Code 
of Ukraine on Administrative Offences, 
or even criminal liability for serious 
violations of labour legislation. When 
entering a civil law contract, which 
provides the remuneration to an 
individual not registered as an 
entrepreneur, everyone should keep in 
mind that it usually is to be a specific 
agreement provided by an act of the 
civil law (such as a contractor contract, 
or service contract), and parties should 
agree on all essential terms of a 
contract provided by the law. In 
addition, legal practice has developed a 
series of rules that allow you to clearly 
distinguish such a contract from 
employment agreement. The main one 
is that a contract may not provide for 
distribution of any of labour law 
institutions (working time, rest periods, 
holidays, etc.) to an individual 
(performer or contractor). And of 
course, it should be understood that 
the use of such contracts may not be a 
complete replacement for the 
employment agreement, which is 
virtually the only way of the use of 

hired labour in many fields (e.g. in the 
field involving liability, for licensed 
activities, while working in the 
conditions of aggravated risk). 

Derivative term “employee under a 
civil law contract”. An important 
consequence of application of the “civil 
law contract” (“civil contract”) term in 
the considered context is the 
emergence of derivative term 
“employee under a civil law contract” 
in practice. This term is legally 
inaccurate, as in the civil law other 
specific terms – contractor (for 
contractor contract) and performer (for 
service contract) are applied in the 
contractor contracts and service 
contracts. However, in this case the use 
of the term “employee under a civil law 
contract” is contributed by the current 
legislation. Thus, paragraph 8 of 
Section IV of the Procedure for 
preparation and submission of the 
report on the accrued unified social fee 
amounts by insurants, approved by the 
Ministry of Finance as of 14.04.2015 
under No. 435 provides for the same 
method for submission the information 
both on the execution and termination 
of contracts with the insured person in 
a report – both for an employee and for 
a person who performs work or 
provides services under the civil law 
contract.  

However, the use of the term 
“employee” in a legal construction 
essentially eliminates the possibility of 
using the term “civil law contract” 
(“civil contract”) in the same phrase 
next to it. For an employee is a party 
of exclusively to the employment 
agreement. In civil relations it is 
legitimate to use other terms – 
contractor, performer, and partner. 

Conclusions. 
1. The development of present-day 

legal language is greatly influenced by 
the factors determined by the 
application of certain terms or 
terminological systems in legislation 
with different functional semantic 
background. The transformation of 
their lexical meaning in legislation 
determines the change of the 
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mechanism of their application in the 
texts of regulations and practice, as 
well as in wide macro-speech acts. It 
necessitates consideration of language-
pragmatic context while providing 
lexical interpretation of law rules. 

2. One example of the impact of 
the term application in legislation in a 
certain pragmatic context is the 
consistent application of the term “civil 
law contract” (and its synonymic term 
“civil contract”) to refer to a narrower 
range of contracts. Change of 
application context led to change in 
lexical meaning of the term, and today, 
both in everyday practice and in legal 
practice, this term is used in a different 
context than it is allowed by its literal 
lexical interpretation. 

Civil law contract (if the term is 
used without special additional 
explanation) is currently understood as 
a contractor or service contract entered 
into with an individual who is not 
registered as an entrepreneur, who is a 
contractor or performer under such 
contract.  Such contract is to provide 
the remuneration to an individual for 
performing work (providing services). 
The application of such term highlights 
the antonymousness (contradistincti-
on) of this concept to the concept of 
“employment agreement”. The civil law 
contract shall be concluded in 
accordance with the terms of the Civil 

Code of Ukraine, while the 
employment agreement shall be 
concluded in accordance with the 
Labour Code of Ukraine. 

3. As a result of derivative word 
formation sustained by legal practice 
the application of the concept of 
“employee under a civil law contract” 
extends. However, the application of 
such a concept is unfounded, as the 
term “employee” points out to the 
presence of an employment agreement; 
the concept of a civil law contract shall 
be used with the concept of performer 
(for service contract) or contractor (for 
contractor contract). 

Given the outdated nature of 
domestic legislation governing the use 
of hired labour, and given an active 
development of legal terminology 
relating to permanent financial 
legislation reformation, long-term 
development of a new draft Labour 
Code, further comprehensive 
transdisciplinary research of legal 
terminology in the suggested field is 
relevant and promising. However, 
considering the importance of the issue 
raised for legal theory science and 
economic activity of the most 
enterprises and entrepreneurs, scientific 
and practical studies of the matter 
under consideration shall also be 
relevant. 
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Кпавчук О. О. Викнпирсаммя онмясся «цивікьмн-опавнвий днгнвіп» у тімамрн-
внлу опаві як опиккад опагласичмнгн вокиву ма юпидичму сеплімнкнгію 

На омжвзрмк пуфаплмї юозгзфлмї кмвз в жлафліи кіоі внйзваюрь сакрмоз, мбу-
кмвйдлі жапрмпувалляк ндвлзт рдокілів абм рдокілмймгіфлзт пзпрдк в жакмлмгавпрві ж 
оіжлзк сулкуімлайьлзк пкзпймвзк рймк. Тоалпсмокауія їт йдкпзфлмгм жлафдлля в 
жакмлмгавпрві взжлафає жкілу кдталіжку їт жапрмпувалля у рдкпрат ноавмвзт лмок і ла 
ноакрзуі, а ракме в хзомкзт какомкмвйдллєвзт акрат. Цд взкагає воатувалля йілг-
вм-ноагкарзфлмгм кмлрдкпру ноз жгіиплдллі йдкпзфлмгм рйукафдлля ноавмвзт лмок. 
У праррі омжгйягаєрьпя нзралля ном внйзв жапрмпувалля рдокіла «узвійьлм-ноавмвзи 
гмгмвіо» ( «гмгмвіо узвійьлм-ноавмвмгм таоакрдоу») у сілалпмвмку ноаві ла имгм 
жапрмпувалля в узвійьлмку ноаві і ла ноакрзуі ж ноагкарзфлмї рмфкз жмоу. Зомбйдлм 
взплмвкз ном внйзв жкіл у нігтмгат ноз жапрмпуваллі рдокілів у жакмлмгавпрві ла їт 
жапрмпувалля в рдкпрат ноавмвзт акрів і ла ноакрзуі. Оглзк іж нозкйагів внйзву 
жапрмпувалля рдокілу в жакмлмгавпрві в ндвлмку ноагкарзфлмку кмлрдкпрі є нмпйігм-
влд жапрмпувалля рдокілу «узвійьлм-ноавмвзи гмгмвіо» (і имгм пзлмлікіфлмгм рдокі-
лу «гмгмвіо узвійьлм-ноавмвмгм таоакрдоу») гйя нмжлафдлля жлафлм вуефмгм кмйа 
кмлроакрів. Зкіла кмлрдкпру жапрмпувалля нозжвдйм гм жкілз йдкпзфлмгм жлафдлля 
рдокілу. Цзвійьлм-ноавмвзи гмгмвіо (якцм уди рдокіл взкмозпрмвуєрьпя бдж пндуіа-
йьлмгм гмгаркмвмгм нмяплдлля) в галзи фап омжукієрьпя як гмгмвіо нігоягу абм гмгм-
віо лагалля нмпйуг, укйагдлзи ж сіжзфлмю мпмбмю, яка лд жаодєпромвала як нігнозє-
кдуь, цм є нігояглзкмк абм взкмлавудк жа ракзк кмлроакрмк. Запрмпувалля ракмгм 
рдокілу нігкодпйює номрзйделіпрь (вігкілліпрь) уьмгм нмлярря нмляррю «роугмвмгм 
гмгмвмоу». 

Ккючнві ркнва: юозгзфла рдокілмймгія, кмвла ноагкарзка, жапрмпувалля юозгз-
флзт рдокілів, єгзлзи пмуіайьлзи влдпмк, узвійьлм-ноавмвзи гмгмвіо, гмгмвіо узві-
йьлм-ноавмвмгм таоакрдоу, роугмвзи гмгмвіо.  
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Кпавчук А. О. Иронкьзнвамие онмясия «гпаждамркн-опавнвнй днгнвнп» в ти-

мамрнвнл опаве как опилеп опагласичеркнгн внздейрсвия ма юпидичеркую сепли-
мнкнгию 

В прарьд оаппкарозвадрпя вмномп м вйзялзз нозкдлдлзя рдокзла «гоаегалпкм-
ноавмвми гмгмвмо» («гмгмвмо гоаегалпкм-ноавмвмгм таоакрдоа») в сзлалпмвмк ноавд 
ла дгм нозкдлдлзд в гоаегалпкмк ноавд з ла ноакрзкд п ноагкарзфдпкми рмфкз жод-
лзя. Сгдйалы вывмгы м вйзялзз зжкдлдлзи в нмгтмгат ноз нозкдлдлзз рдокзлмв в 
жакмлмгардйьпрвд ла зт нозкдлдлзд в рдкпрат ноавмвыт акрмв з ла ноакрзкд. 

Ккючевые ркнва: юозгзфдпкая рдокзлмймгзя, яжыкмвая ноагкарзка, нозкдлдлзд 
юозгзфдпкзт рдокзлмв, дгзлыи пмузайьлыи вжлмп, гоаегалпкм-ноавмвми гмгмвмо, 
гмгмвмо гоаегалпкм-ноавмвмгм таоакрдоа, роугмвми гмгмвмо. 

 
 
Kravchuk O. Using of “Civil law contract” concept in Financial Law as example 

of pragmatic influence on legal terminology 
Conclusions about influence patterns of changes in application of the terms in the 

legislation on their application in the texts of legal acts and in practice are made. One 
example of the impact of the term application in legislation in a certain pragmatic context 
is the consistent application of the term “civil law contract” (and its synonymic term 
“civil contract”) to refer to a narrower range of contracts. 

Key words: legal terminology, language pragmatics, application of legal terms, 
unified social fee, civil contract, civil law contract, employment agreement. 


